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Mendelian vs Complex

mendelian... perhaps half of all have been solved  > 2000

ASD  autism spectrum disorders

old dx system:  autism  and PDD = pervasive devel disorder and Aspbergers

but new system... lumped together under ASD

social interaction defect + communic defect  +  restriced, repetitive behavior;

1 in 88 kids;  no med test for it

intel disability in> 50%

epilep sz  in abt 30%

cost is abt 5K dol per year


H  Zoghbi 2011

70%  unknown genes
CNVs  abt 20%
single gene abt  5%
metabolic abt 5%


simplex  means  one  case out of the blue in a family with no hx of ASD

multiplex means 2 sibs with ASD with no fam hx..

he focuses on simplex...

copy number studies suggest incr mutation burdenin simplex families...


he moved to UW in 2009....


Exomes...protein coding regions of genome...

uses biotin marker to entrich  these to find them...


do exome seq on everyone

abt 20,000 variants

expect to find perhaps 0 to 1 point mutations

idea is to  see if  certain genes have hi freq of being hit in pts...


SSC = Simons Simplex Collection

how to find de novo mutations...


he spent yrs looking... lots of  false positive and artificats...

needle in haystack...


big end of funnel

20,000 SNVs

perhaps  50 are raw de novos

then get candidate de novo  then do sanger  to get confirmed de novo...


found 18 protein

frameshift mutation in FoxP1... first de novo found

Grin2B   fnd in autism and seizures.


SCN1A   assoc with epilepsy


LAMC3  .aminin  subunit   lea dto cortical brain malformations


we were emboldened... cuz of success...

from 20 to 200


we seq  189 SSC trios  and 50 unaffec sibs

(with $ from Simons fnd)

goal... find loci or genes that are freq disrupted...


we found


260 de nono mutations

192 were protein changing


exome  rate  was  abt  2 *10**-8  per bp per generation


we found only two recurrenlyt mutated genes

CHD8 and NTNG1


strong parent of origin bias...


42 events attrib to father and 9 attrib to mother...


also look at corr with parernal age...

there IS a linear  trend with older  dads

starting at about age  360 months = age 30...


another study:   55 paternal  origin and 14  maternal origin...

doubles  every 16 years...

but did we ID any autism genes...


over 900 parent child trios  sequenced...

hundreds of locs...   a sporadic de novo model...


but some hints...

network analysis reveals a highly interconnected compoent...


39% of these snps are part of one highly interconnected network!!!  (mentioned by Evan Eichler)

Beta catenin-chromatin remodeling network...

Beta catenin  (cat EE nin)  chromatin remodeling netowkr...


these were mainly missense,  some frameshift,  some nonsense,  one splice,  one deletion of aa

burden of  de novo mutations is  abt double compared to  their sibs...


Exome summary

abt 1.3  de novo coding point mutations in the probrand..
strong bias in parent of origin

39% of severe mutations found in beta catenin network...

*****

topic TWO

how do we implicate indiv candidate genes in ASD

he used MIPs  molec inversionprobes..

used Joubert  syndrome data  (known genes) as gold stadnard to check method...

JS = joubert;  got  99.5% sensitivity at well-covered sites...

also used epilepsy sample  to find known GABRA1/2  het deletion...


MIP method summary

easy workflow
highly multiplexed... coverage  > 90%

inexpensive for large cohorts...
so,  lters  apply to a large ASD cohort..


he did

he reseq 44 genes in 2500 probands...

he did over 100K gene resequencing in a fe wmonths...

capture and seq on HiSeq2000


now you have variatns that are rare... find them with MIPs  now test parents...


found 27 new de novo mutations...

17 severe mutations  (nonsense, splice, indel)


heavily skewed toward severe

obs  63%  expected 16%

CHD8  becomes 7  severe mutaiton...


estimated mutation rate is about  10**-8  per bp per generationBUT

6 signif genes  emerge  after  bonferroni

CHD8  GRIN2B
PTEN  DYRK1A  TBR1  TBL  etc.

UW-Yale  PPI  network    5 of 6 signif genes  (fall into this network)


correl with head circumference...

CHD8 kids have  > 2 sd   bigger head size than the meanmacrocephaly...


but DTK1A  is assoc iwthmicrocepahly  minibrian...


Conclusions


use exome for discovery
ad  MIPS for  validation

can explaina bt  1% of  SSC  with 6 signif genes

CHD8 alone explains  0.35% of SSC  = 9 of 2537...

nearly all are network assoc.


can we id all the major players in autism...


someint this year  abt all of  2500 families in SSC  Simons colelc  will be exome sequenced...

and we will reqews of top candiate gens

*****

exploring mutation thru development  (rather than just gametogensis...


unexpected mosaics...




